
5 CHAPTERS OF A QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH THESIS

In their analysis of conclusions to quantitative dissertations, Hopkins and Dudley- Below are the headings of the final
chapters of three qualitative theses.

The literature review was concentrated on the process of progressive development occurring in planned
sponsored projects. Statistical Hypothesis Testing - How to test the hypothesis of your thesis or research
paper. In principle, non-permanent structures at El Gallo were similar to ranchos built in informal settlements.
Quantitative research differs in that it provides an exact approach to measurement, and the outcome is
expressed in numbers. This attitude has been more common in other progressive development projects.
Patterns were affected by aspects of the surrounding context and by aspects inherent to characteristics of the
initial dwelling. Basic units built by the housing agencies had a compact, complete layout with higher
standards of construction; however, aspects of the design, such as internal dimensions, were inadequate for
household criteria, and the layout was not well adapted. The size of ranchos reflected households' aspirations
for the permanent dwelling, that is,smaller ranchos were substituted by basic units of the housing programs.
This would be essential especially if any kind of initial aid is to be provided. Aspects of the design of the first
permanent structure allowed easy extension of the dwelling towards open areas of the plot. Dwellings built
according to provided plans and specificationshad similar problems, but households enlarged spaces and
modified layouts when they were building the units. Survey dwellings followed identifiable patterns of
evolution in size, spatial structure and use-layout. Simple facts such as knowing the characteristics of the
additions and modifications that households make to their dwellings over time can be the basis for more
assertive actions supporting or enforcing progressive development activities. In the context of low-income
housing, the process of progressive development needs further understanding. Inferential Statistical
Procedures -Inferential statistics is the field of statistical analysis where a sample is taken from a small group
and extrapolated out to represent a larger population. The Dandora site and services also encouraged the
construction of temporary shacks while the permanent dwelling was built. In the context of Ciudad Guayana,
further studies of the non-permanent dwelling in recent UMUPs would reveal new insights into the function of
these structures in progressive development projects. Various Elements of Research Studies Both qualitative
and quantitative research methods are valuable in the research process. More user participation was reflected
in straight-forward processes of evolution without internal modifications, and fewer stages to reach the current
houseform. It is difficult to ascertain why ranchos were removed when they could have been kept as part of
the dwelling, as in fact did a minority of households 2 cases. Nevertheless, a careful and detailed process of
observation of aerial data becomes very time consuming. An interesting step within this trend could be to
ascertain the extent in which other household processes -- family growth, income increase and economic
stability, household aging, changes in the household composition single- to multi- family , etc. Still, these
conclusions are relevant to the process of dwelling evolution in progressive development projects. About
Paper Masters. Dwelling evolution was observed in a survey sample using parameters relevant to the case
study i. The writers at Paper Masters work with this format every day and understand what each chapter
entails. Regression Analysis - Regression analysis can be used to determine if there is a correlation between
past events and speculated future happenings. However, non-permanent structures remained to be rented or
used as storage areas even after the permanent dwelling was built McCarney, P. Graduate, Undergraduate or
Masters level thesis can be ordered today. The research method selected is dependent on several factors
including time, financial restraints and the nature of the research problem.


